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Sleek brings you Array - a series of kitchen styles in a variety of shapes, sizes and prices. 

From the intelligent Smarteco kitchen, to the beautiful chic cut-patterns of Artize, to the warm sophistication of Stylus... each kitchen 

is as fascinating as the other. 

Tell us your kitchen layout and size and we will show you a range of designs which fit the criteria, with the cost of each style. Pick the 

style that suits you the best and leave the rest to us.  

Co-ordinated Designs: All the components like 

shutters, cabinets, accessories, appliances and 

hardware are coordinated in terms of aesthetics, 

functionality and price to give you a completely 

coordinated kitchen. 

The unparalleled Sleek Array advantages

Ergonomic designs: Every kitchen is designed as 

per the principles of Sleek Work Triangle to give 

you maximum comfort and convenience.

The best of designs: Every Kitchen Line is 

designed by our master designers, who have put 

together the best of aesthetics and functionality 

for each price range. 

Lines of 
Kitchens6 Designs in every Line, 

to start off with...60 Price groups with 
two levels each 3
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All good things come in smart packages, and so does 

our Smarteco Kitchens. Cabinets made with high 

grade, top quality boiling water resistant ply. Baskets 

made with SS 304 with a lifetime rust-free warranty, 

fitted with European soft-closing drawer and lift-up 

systems. A range of 40 popular Sleek shutters to 

choose from in matt and high gloss laminate, and 

Pristine PU finishes. 

The best of material and functionality at an 
unbelievable price... no kitchen can get smarter 
than this. 

SMARTECO



SME/ST/00_00_10/NIVE_BHW

SME/ST/00_00_10/ROSE_AHW SME/ST/00_00_10/TUQB_BHW

SME/ST/00_00_10/MEDO_NIV



SME/ST/00_00_12/ROSE_AHW

SME/ST/00_00_12/ABRO_FWH SME/ST/00_00_12/ROYL_FWH

SME/ST/00_00_12/MEDO_CPH



SME/PL/00_08_10/LDRB_FWH

SME/PL/00_08_10/FRWH_BHW SME/PL/00_08_10/TUQB_BHW

SME/PL/00_08_10/MEDO_FWH



SME/PL/00_10_10/CAPP_ABO

SME/PL/00_10_10/MEDO_FWH SME/PL/00_10_10/ROSE_AHW

SME/PL/00_10_10/NIVE_ABO



SME/CS/08_08_08/BRBH_CBO

SME/CS/08_08_08/ASED_FWH SME/CS/08_08_08/TUQB_ABO

SME/CS/08_08_08/MEDO_FWH



SME/CS/10_10_07/ABRO_FWH

SME/CS/10_10_07/BRBH_CBO SME/CS/10_10_07/DRCT_HSO

SME/CS/10_10_07/LDRB_NIV



SME/CS/10_10_10/TUQB_ABO

SME/CS/10_10_10/ABRO_CMH SME/CS/10_10_10/LDRB_FWH

SME/CS/10_10_10/CAPP_FWH



SME/CS/12_10_12/ASED_NIV

SME/CS/12_10_12/CAPP_ABO SME/CS/12_10_12/TUQB_ABO

SME/CS/12_10_12/LDRB_NIV



SME/LS/00_12_06/ASED_FWH

SME/LS/00_12_06/CAPP_ABO SME/LS/00_12_06/TUQB_ABO

SME/LS/00_12_06/LDRB_FWH



SME/LS/00_08_10/DRCT_POH

SME/LS/00_08_10/ABRO_CAP SME/LS/00_08_10/BRHW_FWH

SME/LS/00_08_10/BRBH_POH



SME/LS/00_10_12/NIVE_ABO

SME/LS/00_10_12/CAPP_AEX SME/LS/00_10_12/TUQB_ABO

SME/LS/00_10_12/ROSE_AHW



SME/LS/00_14_10/CAPP_ABO

SME/LS/00_14_10/ASED_NIV SME/LS/00_14_10/TUQB_ABO

SME/LS/00_14_10/ROSE_PRO



SME/LI/00_09_12/ABRO_TQB

SME/LI/00_09_12/ABRO_CAP SME/LI/00_09_12/LDRB_NIV

SME/LI/00_09_12/CAPP_FWH



SME/LI/00_12_12/NIVE_ABO

SME/LI/00_12_12/ABRO_CAP SME/LI/00_12_12/ASED_FWH

SME/LI/00_12_12/TUQB_ABO



SME/SI/00_00_12/BRBH_FWH

SME/SI/00_00_12/ABRO_FWH SME/SI/00_00_12/DRCT_PRO

SME/SI/00_00_12/ASED_FWH


